SUBMISSION OF LOOSE-LEAF SCHEDULES

Schedule XXI - Indonesia

Addendum

The following rectifications should be made to Schedule XXI - Indonesia circulated with document TAR/76/Rev.1 on 26 April 1984:

Page 2, item No. 07.05.300; column 2: remove the square brackets; column 3: add "60%"; column 4: add "G/79/S"

Page 7, item No. 29.15.[100: column 2: correct the word "phthalate"

Page 17, item No. 73.13; column 2: remove the square brackets from sub-heading "Other" between items 190 and 910

item No. 73.13.910; column 2: add a square bracket after "assembled" and remove it after "4.75 mm"

Page 18, column 2: the first number should read "3.3" instead of "33"

item No. 73.13.940; add a square bracket after "clad" in the second line and remove it after "clad" in the fourth line

Page 22, item No. 73.31[200; column 2: the first word should read "Carding"

Page 27, the description of item No. 84.08 should read:

84.08 Other engines and motors:
Reaction engines:
Turbo-jets:
[111 Aircraft engines]
[119 Other]
Other (for example, ram-jets, pulse-jets, rocket engines)
[191 Aircraft engines]
[199 Other]

1 English only
### Turbo-propellers:

- **[210]** Aircraft engines
- **[290]** Other

### Other gas turbines:

- **[310]** Aircraft engines
- **[320]** For railway locomotives and tramway vehicles
- **[390]** Other

### Other engines and motors:

- **[410]** Aircraft engines
- **[490]** Other

### Parts:

- **[911]** For aircraft engines
- **[919]** Other

### Of reaction engines or of turbo-propellers:

- **[921]** For aircraft engines
- **[922]** For railway locomotives and tramway vehicles
- **[929]** Other

### Other engines and motors:

- **[991]** For aircraft engines
- **[999]** Other

---

**Page 29**

The description of item No. 84.11 should read:

**84.11** Air pumps, vacuum pumps and air or gas compressors (including motor or turbo pumps and compressors, and free-piston generators, for gas turbines); fans, blowers and the like:

- **Pumps and compressors:**
  - **[111]** Hand or foot operated inflators
  - **[119]** Other

- **Compressors:**
  - **[121]** For refrigerators
    - **[129]** Other

---

**Page 32**

Item No. 84.22; in column 1: add "ex" before the first "290" and before the second "300" sub-items

---

**Page 34**

Add item No. 84.31 Machinery for making or finishing cellulosic pulp, paper or paperboard:; delete "84.31" before "100", "200", "900"

---

**Page 36**

Add item No. 84.44 Rolling mills and rolls therefor:; delete "84.44" before "100" and "200"
Page 38, the description of item 84.56 should read:

Machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing, grinding or mixing earth, stone, ores or other mineral substances, in solid (including powder and paste) form; machinery for agglomerating, moulding or shaping solid mineral fuels, ceramic paste, unhardened cements, plastering materials or other mineral products in powder or paste form; machines for forming foundry moulds of sand

Delete the rest

Page 39, the description of item 84.59 should read:

84.59 Machines and mechanical appliances, having individual functions, not falling within any other heading of this Chapter:

200 Machines and mechanical appliances for public works, building and the like

300 Machines and mechanical appliances for the animal or vegetable fats and oils industry

400 Machines and mechanical appliances for the rubber and artificial plastic materials industries

600 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating wood

700 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals or metal carbides

Page 42, item No. 85.15; remove "ex" before 600 item No. 85.22; insert a square bracket after thereof

Page 43, item Nos. 89.03.000 and 89.05.000 should be underlined.

Page 43/44, item No. 90.14; column 2: the words "Navigational instruments; compasses:" should be in square brackets. On page 44, add a square bracket after the first "other" and the description of sub-item 920 should read "Theodolites"

Page 44, item No. 90.20.000 should be underlined

Two sets of the revised pages (recto/verso) are being forwarded to each contracting party for replacement in the Indonesian Loose-Leaf Schedule XXI.